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Verify user login credentials using two or more 

authentication methods. For example: Google, Facebook, 

Github, Twitter, etc. 



Provide API documentation and support	




Sets permissions to control the interactions between 

users, systems, and resources	




Resize, crop, adjust images	




Exclude the collection of respondents name and personal 

information	




Automatically clean up documents and workspaces using 

formatting tools to align content	




Enables users to import or export files in a number of file 

formats




Large marker presence




Built for large enterprises




Add buttons to diagrams that perform specified actions 

when pressed




Offers a calendar within the software or integrates with an 

external calendar


2-Factor Authentication


API


Access Controls


Advanced Image Editing


Anonymous Surveys 


Auto Format and Clean Up


Automatically Convert File Formats


Brand Recognition


Built For


Buttons


Calendar or Calendar Integration
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Change application background	




Generate charts and graphs using prebuilt functions




Chat with team members or other users through direct 

messages, comments, or group chats




Create and apply a set of design rules that automatically 

trigger when certain criteria is met




Allows users to lock content or objects to prevent other 

users from making edits	




Identify and track content authors	




Create and edit personalized fields in tables, calendars, 

databases, or forms




Create and add custom shapes to workspaces and 

libraries




Aggregate and display data in a central location to help 

optimize performance




Provides pre-built or customizable templates to expedite 

the design process




Download application onto a computer, so it can be used 

without an internet connection


Change Background


Charts and Graphs


Chat


Conditional Formatting


Content Locking


Contributor Tracking


Create Custom Fields


Custom Shapes


Dashboard


Design Templates


Desktop Software
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Share published links with with users and collaborators 

within the organization	




Drag and drop different image elements you want to add, 

move, or remove from a design




Use a variety of tools to create freeform drawings and 

sketches within the software




Allow users to link data from third party spreadsheets and 

automatically update diagrams in real-time




Able to upload and embed custom visuals, gifs or videos




Secure information by transforming data into code that 

can only be decrypted using a specific key or password




Export designs as a png, jpg, etc. to present or send 

designs to others




Offers dedicated tools and templates to build out 

flowcharts




Gives option to try the software, usually for limited amount 

of time




Generate ultra-specific bar diagrams displaying task and 

project progress over a period of time, with dependencies 

between tasks	




Integrates with Github (a software development version 

control website) to record and retrieve repositories for 

development


Document Sharing


Drag and Drop Image Editor


Drawing and Sketching Tools


Dynamic Linking


Embedded Visuals


Encryption


Export Designs


Flowcharts


Free Trial


Gantt Chart View


Github Page
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Edit, manipulate, and store images within the software	




Upload images including PDF, PNG, JPG, AI, and 3D CAD 

files




Import or add files directly from their source URL	




Support integration with other applications, software 

libraries, or databases




Connects contributors to a digital workflow chart where 

users can drag and drop tasks to different columns that 

reflect the status of the task: "to do", "in progress", and 

"done"




Store and protect media content within the software




Provide a mobile application that can be used on phones 

and tablets




Support languages beyond English




Create polls and surveys for users within the software 




Access stock image, video, icon and symbol libraries




Allow users to work anonymously or hide their online 

status within the workspace




See teammates cursors move in real time	


Image Editor


Image Management


Import from URL


Integrations


Kanban View


Library


Mobile Application


Multi-Lingual Functionality


Polls, Surveys, and Voting


Pre-Made Content Library


Private Mode


Real Time Collaborative Cursors
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Creates visualizations that work across devices (from 

desktop to phone)	




Lines or arrows linking content will automatically adjust its 

connection points and change its shape when one of the 

objects is moved




Create object that will automatically reformat, adjust, or 

sort objects placed inside them




Write or post sticky notes on projects, documents, or 

shared workspaces




Provide tools that allow teams to work together within the 

tool	




Provide vendor curated content with the purpose of 

explaining the importance of, or supporting the usage of, 

the software




Manage, track, and control changes to documents, code, 

or projects. Preserve historical information and allow 

users to revert to previous versions




Design, create, and distribute organizational charts	




Facilitates conversations via voice or video chat	




Access software through a cloud-based web application




Provides tools, templates, and images to quickly create 

low fidelity, colorless sketches of basic designs


Responsive Design


Smart Connectors


Smart Containers / Swimlanes


Sticky Notes


Team Collaboration


Training Aids


Version Control


Visual Organization Charts


Voice and Video Chat


Web-Based


Wireframe
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